Hi Dr. Scott.

I have just read that Hillary Clinton's mother has died. Well, she died last night according to the news reports I have read.

It's just that the timing seemed rather odd to me!

Apparently, Dorothy Rodham died just after midnight on Halloween, Tuesday 1st November.

Wasn't that the precise time when the veil between this world and the demonic spiritual world was at its thinnest?

I know the Rodham family are Luciferian.

And to mention that Hillary "the high priestess of evil" Clinton was around at the time of her mother's death. Perhaps it's all purely coincidental?

Thanks and God bless you and yours.

Louis

Clinton's mother, Dorothy Rodham, dies at 92
By the **CNN Wire Staff**
updated 11:16 AM EST, Tue November 1, 2011

Dorothy Rodham is shown with granddaughter Chelsea Clinton at a campaign event for Hillary Clinton in 2008.

**Washington (CNN)** -- Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's mother, Dorothy Howell Rodham, died early Tuesday in Washington, the Clinton family said. She was 92.

Hillary Clinton had canceled a scheduled trip to Britain and Turkey after her mother fell ill. No details of her mother’s illness were disclosed.

A statement from the Clintons said Rodham died shortly after midnight of Halloween, surrounded by her family.

------------------------------------------------------------
While Bill Clinton was President over 61 deaths happened to people directly linked to the Clintons. We have included the Clinton “body count” at the end of this article. Not only have over 60 people associated with them died under mysterious circumstances but 12 body guards assigned to protect the Clintons died as well.

Hillary Clinton is considered a Grande Dame in occult circles and as far as occult power goes, she outranks Bill Clinton. She is also a known Lesbian who has taken male hormones which she thinks will put her on a even keel with her “male” competition, pictured here with her most recent lover, Mossad Agent Huma Abedin: (pictured below)

Hillary is known by people close to her as an extremely angry and volatile person with a hot temper. She once hit Bill Clinton in the head with an ash tray while aboard Air Force One and Bill required stitches.
Hillary is also an avid follower of astrology and plans her agenda around it.

She is seen regularly with the occultic “Phoenix Bird” pin on. She has also had many occultic rituals with various “Shamen” to invoke spirits to guide her in her political career:

(BELOW) Here is one of Hillary Clinton’s rallies from her own website where she has inverted the stars on the U.S. flag to resemble the satanic Aleister Crowley inspired goats head of Mendes. Note: The stars on the flag are upside down, 2 points up, 1 point down. (click to enlarge)
Here is the satanic goats head which is what followers of the occult and Aleister Crowley wear to symbolize their allegiance to Lucifer. Note: 2 points up 1 point down.

Here is how the stars are supposed to be on the U.S. flag. Note: 1 point up, 2 points down.

Now, lets look at one of the most disgusting Satanists that ever lived..Anton LaVey, Look at the Pentagram behind him which is the same as Hillary Clinton had arranged her stars. Look at him making the goats head salute with his left hand.
Interesting that Hillary’s illuminati staged boyfriend, Slick Willie has no trouble with the goats head salute.

NOTE: You might think Hillary Clinton was just caught at a bad moment in the below photos. In my opinion, no normal person has expressions like this, anytime, anywhere, anyplace. I believe these to be demonically influenced facial contortions. And why not? We have just seen photo’s of an Indian “Shamen”
envoking her to be led by spirit entities.....

From Fritz Springmeiers Bloodlines of the illuminati.
‘Doris Duke of the illuminati Duke family was an heiress (at 12 years old) to the large tobacco fortune of the Duke family. She was the only child of American tobacco Co. founder James Buchanan Duke. Doris Duke, herself a member of the illuminati. Doris Duke had 5 houses (which have served as sites for illuminati rituals) – one in Beverly Hills CA (where she died), one in Hawaii (where she collected entire temples from occult sites around the world), one in central New Jersey, etc.. All of these five houses were staffed with servants..The bulk of Doris Duke’s $1.2 billion estate went into foundations after she was ritually killed in a Beverly Hills by Illuminati on the `All Hallows (Halloween) ritual in 1993 where they cannibalized her body. To cover this ritual death, the news media made a lot of fan fare about the butler or her personal physician may have killed Dorris. The body was said to have been burned.

The Illuminati method for killing a Grande Dame and passing her spiritual power on is done with reverence. At death, the last breath is inhaled by the replacement to transfer the power. There may be as many as 2,197 Grande Dames at such a coronation. The Grande Mothers (whose Systems are mistresses for Satan and hierarchy leaders) and the next rank, the Grande Dames, are often veiled in ritual and would wear robes with different colored lining. The different colors of linings show the different rankings. A typical Grande Mother’s vestment or robe is a black satin & velvet dress with a draped neckline, and ritual symbols down the center of the robe. After someone like Doris Duke willingly gives her life, her head is served on a silver platter at a banquet.
Doris Duke also had ties to Duke University (her grandfather founded it)
Duke University is located in Durham, North Carolina.
Duke University 'Blue Devils' basketball team logo (old logo)

This is what Fritz Springmeier wrote about them in one of his newsletters:
The Dukes and Reynolds use tax-free foundations as a vehicle to escape taxes and hide their wealth while maintaining their financial power. Other Illuminati families also used the foundations as a scheme to remain powerful and to resist paying taxes. The controlled press builds them up as charitable, when most of the grants by these foundations are self-serving for the benefit of the elite. Some of these foundations are the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation (est. ’36 in North Carolina), the Kate B. Reynolds Foundation (est. ’46 in North Carolina), the Richard S. Reynolds Foundation (est. ’55 in Virginia), and the Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation, and the Duke Endowment (address at Rockefeller Plaza, NY).

Edwin C. Whitehead, chairman of Technicon Corp. serves as a similar example of a man working for both Duke and Rockefeller interests. Whitehead is a trustee of both Duke University and Rockefeller University. He also has been in charge of several NWO organizations promoting a one-world, for instance he was Governor of the U.N. Association. This article will now show you the reader some of the grants that these foundations make. I ask you, "Do you see any possibility for any mischief behind these grants?! What I noticed about the Reynolds grants is that they control all the crisis centers in the North Carolina area via their money. This means any survivor of SRA calling a hot line is going to get tapped into the Illuminati’s net for catching escapees! I also noticed that all the colleges and universities got money, and a variety of different denominations incl. the Baptists, the Methodists, the Non-denominationalists, the Presbyterians, and the Ecumenicalists. What surprised me was that a number of government agencies get money from the Reynolds Foundations, especially those dealing with children like Social Services, and even Police Departments get money from the Reynolds Foundations.

Let’s now take a look at the CLINTON BODY COUNT:
A number of people connected to Bill Clinton have turned up dead. Coincidence? You decide:
James McDougal – Clinton’s convicted Whitewater partner died of an apparent heart attack, while in solitary confinement. He was a key witness in Ken Starr’s investigation. Was James McDougal Murdered In A Federal Prison To Silence Him?
Ron Brown – Secretary of Commerce and former DNC Chairman. Reported to have died by impact in a plane crash. A pathologist close to the investigation reported that there was a hole in the top of Brown’s skull resembling a gunshot wound. At the time of his death Brown was being investigated, and spoke publicly of his willingness to cut a deal with prosecutors. The Botched Ron Brown Investigation An Interview with AFIP Forensic Photographer Kathleen Janoski by Wesley Phelan Vince Foster – Former white House councilor, and colleague of Hillary Clinton at Little Rock’s Rose law firm. Died of a gunshot wound to the head, ruled a suicide. Snippets From The Vince Foster Death Investigation
Mary Mahoney – A former White House intern was murdered July 1997 at a Starbucks Coffee Shop in Georgetown. The murder happened just as she was to go public with her story of sexual harassment in the White House. Mary C. Mahoney and Eric Butera
Was this just a robbery gone bad? – See: Starbucks Suspect Faces Host of Charges By Bill Miller Washington Post, August 5, 1999
Paul Tulley – Democratic National Committee Political Director found dead in a hotel room in Little Rock, September 1992. Described by Clinton as a “Dear friend and trusted advisor”.
Ed Willey – Clinton fund raiser, found dead November 1993 deep in the woods in Virginia of a gunshot wound to the head. Ruled a suicide. Ed Willey died on the same day his wife Kathleen Willey claimed Bill Clinton groped her in the oval office in the White House. Ed Willey was involved in several Clinton fund raising events.
Jerry Parks – Head of Clinton’s gubernatorial security team in Little Rock. Gunned down in his car at a deserted intersection outside Little Rock. Park’s son said his father was building a dossier on Clinton. He allegedly threatened to reveal this information. After he died the files were mysteriously removed from his house.
James Bunch – Died from a gunshot suicide. It was reported that he had a “Black Book” of people containing names of influential people who visited prostitutes in Texas and Arkansas.
James Wilson – Was found dead in May 1993 from an apparent hanging suicide. He was reported to have ties to Whitewater.
Kathy Ferguson – Ex-wife of Arkansas Trooper Danny Ferguson died in May 1994 was found dead in her living room with a gunshot to her head. It was ruled a suicide even though there were several packed suitcases, as if she was going somewhere. Danny Ferguson was a co-defendant along with Bill Clinton in the Paula Jones lawsuit. Kathy Ferguson was a possible corroborating witness for Paula Jones.
Bill Shelton – Arkansas state Trooper and fiancee of Kathy Ferguson. Critical of the suicide ruling of his fiancee, he was found dead in June, 1994 of a gunshot wound also ruled a suicide at the gravesite of his fiancee.
Gandy Baugh – Attorney for Clinton friend Dan Lassater died by jumping out a window of a tall building January, 1994. His client was a convicted drug distributor.
Florence Martin – Accountant – Sub-contractor for the CIA related to the Barry Seal Mena Airport drug smuggling case. Died of three gunshot wounds.
Suzanne Coleman – Reportedly had an affair with Clinton when he was Arkansas Attorney General. Died of a gunshot wound to the back of the head, ruled a suicide. Was pregnant at the time of her death.
Paula Grober – Clinton’s speech interpreter for the deaf from 1978 until her death December 9, 1992. She died in a one car accident.
Danny Casolaro – Investigative reporter. Investigating Mena Airport and Arkansas Development Finance Authority. He slit his wrists, apparent suicide in the middle of his investigation.
Paul Wilcher – Attorney investigating corruption at Mena Airport with Casolaro and the 1980 “October Surprise” was found dead on a toilet June 22, 1993 in his Washington DC apartment. Had delivered a report to Janet Reno 3 weeks before his death.

Barbara Wise – Commerce Department staffer. Worked closely with Ron Brown and John Huang. Cause of death unknown. Died November 29, 1996. Her bruised nude body was found locked in her office at the Department of Commerce.

Charles Meissner – Assistant Secretary of Commerce who gave John Huang special security clearance, died shortly thereafter in a small plane crash.

Dr. Stanley Heard – Chairman of the National Chiropractic Health Care Advisory Committee died with his attorney Steve Dickson in a small plane crash. Dr. Heard, in addition to serving on Clinton’s advisory council personally treated Clinton’s mother, stepfather and brother.

Barry Seal – Drug running pilot out of Mena Arkansas, Death was no accident.

Johnny Lawhorn Jr. – Mechanic, found a check made out to Clinton in the trunk of a car left in his repair shop. Died when his car hit a utility pole.

Stanley Huggins – Suicide. Investigated Madison Guarantee. His report was never released.

Herschell Friday – Attorney and Clinton fund raiser died March 1, 1994 when his plane exploded.

Kevin Ives & Don Henry – Known as “The boys on the track” case. Reports say the boys may have stumbled upon the Mena Arkansas airport drug operation. Controversial case where initial report of death was due to falling asleep on railroad track. Later reports claim the 2 boys had been slain before being placed on the tracks. Many linked to the case died before their testimony could come before a Grand Jury. see: The Train Deaths – plus some comments from a mother of one of the boys about the connection to Bill Clinton.

THE FOLLOWING SEVEN PERSONS HAD INFORMATION ON THE IVES / HENRY CASE:

Keith Coney – Died when his motorcycle slammed into the back of a truck July, 1988

Keith McMaskle – Died stabbed 113 times, Nov, 1988


Jeff Rhodes – He was shot, mutilated and found burned in a trash dump in April 1989.


Jordan Kettleson – Was found shot to death in the front seat of his pickup truck in June 1990.


THE FOLLOWING CLINTON BODYGUARDS ARE DEAD
